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Abstract

We describe a scheduling system intended to assist in the development of instrument data acquisitions for the THEMIS instrument, onboard the Mars Odyssey spacecraft, and compare results from multiple scheduling algorithms. This tool creates observations of both (a) targeted geographical regions of interest and (b) general mapping observations, while respecting spacecraft constraints such as data volume, observation timing, visibility, lighting, season, and science priorities. This tool therefore must address both geometric and state/timing/resource constraints. We describe a tool that maps geometric polygon overlap constraints to set covering constraints using a grid-based approach. These set covering constraints are then incorporated into a greedy optimization scheduling algorithm incorporating operations constraints to generate feasible schedules. The resultant tool generates schedules of hundreds of observations per week out of potential thousands of observations. This tool is currently under evaluation by the THEMIS observation planning team at Arizona State University.

Introduction

In April of 2001, NASA launched the Mars Odyssey spacecraft carrying several instruments including the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) for the purpose of collecting multi-spectral data of the surface of Mars. Since the start of science mapping in February of 2002, THEMIS has provided a vast dataset that is used in a wide range of scientific studies.

With this success, however, comes the complex task of selecting science targets for the instrument as the Martian surface quickly passes underneath. In January 2010, the planets aligned in such a way to allow THEMIS to collect data at a higher rate than previously achieved. While increasing the success of the mission, this also compounded the problem of selecting observations from the many viewing opportunities. We address this problem using automated planning and scheduling technology that efficiently selects THEMIS observations which satisfy the complex set of requirements from the spacecraft, instrument, and scientists. In this paper, we describe our automated process and results using a variety of search algorithms, and compare them with the current process and results at ASU. Developed in collaboration by the Artificial Intelligence Group of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the THEMIS science planning team at the Arizona State University, the THEMIS Observation Scheduling Tool (TOST) is currently being evaluated by the science planning team at ASU.

Specifically, within TOST, we divide the problem into three primary steps: swath generation, campaign generation, and target selection.

1. In the first step, a ground track of the spacecraft is used to compute the regions of the Martian surface viewable by the THEMIS instrument at each point in time. These regions are represented as time-tagged polygons and the scheduling problem can be viewed as selecting a subset of the potential observation polygons to maximize a prioritized score of science coverage goals while respecting spacecraft operations constraints.

2. In the second step, campaigns are generated to represent the prioritized imaging requests of the scientists. In some cases, “targeted observations”, a region-of-interest (ROI) is identified on the surface, along with specific observational parameters (lighting, season, etc.). However, there is also a general science goal of constructing a global of the surface of Mars under a range of conditions (e.g., a global map at 2pm local time, global map during spring). These are so called “mapping observations.” Because the campaign areas may not be contiguous, the campaign goals are represented as operations on polygons including intersection, union, and negation. Each
of these (potentially non-contiguous) regions also has a priority and the type of data requested (an instrument mode constraint).

3. Finally, the last step is to select observations from #1 above that maximize a priority weighted score defined by the science campaigns in #2 above. In this selection, relevant spacecraft operations constraints must be met such as: data volume, instrument on-time, observation separation, command storage, and others. For this, we use an adaptation of the Compressed Large-scale Activity Scheduler Planner (CLASP) [Knight and Chien 2006] that uses squeaky wheel optimization (SWO) [Fox 1996, Joslin & Clements 1999] iterative heuristic approach to select observations.

In the remainder of this paper we describe the problem formulation, scheduling algorithm, algorithm comparison, and project status.

**Swath Generation**

In swath generation, we first retrieve the Mars ground track of the Odyssey spacecraft by querying a server running at Arizona State University (ASU) that uses Navigation Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) [NAIF] orbital data and the SPICE toolkit to calculate coordinates for a given time range. Next, polygons are created from ground track points representing the area on the surface of Mars that is viewable by the instrument. THEMIS has two observation modes - infrared (IR) and visible (VIS). IR and VIS have different swaths, operations constraints, operations modes, and data rates. Consequently, a separate swath is generated for each instrument and mode. For example, VIS has a swath width of 18.4 km and IR has a swath width of 32.0 km. The IR instrument can operate in several modes, acquiring up to 10 spectral bands of data where more bands of data means that the instrument has a higher data rate. The VIS instrument can acquire up to 5 spectral bands and typically is capturing less than 5 bands due to data volume restrictions. The VIS instrument can also acquire data at 18, 36, and 72 meters per pixel resolution.

Additionally, certain instrument-mode combinations are not desired. For example, acquiring VIS images during the night would not generate useful data. Therefore, all night segments are removed from VIS swaths. Certain other overflight-specific viewing constraints are also important to the scientists. These constraints include: day versus night, restrictions on season of year (also called Ls or day of year), and local time (Lt). Because these constraints depend on the time of the observation we construct additional special instrument swaths for these potential observations. These instrument coverage polygons and their time tags are combined to make the instrument swaths that are passed as input to observation selection process (see below).

**THEMIS Campaigns**

The THEMIS science team uses the construct of campaigns and regions of interest (ROI) to represent the desire to acquire imagery of regions of the Martian surface. In campaign generation, we use three types of campaigns identified by the scientists: ROI, mapping, and repeat campaigns.

1. A “targeted” or ROI campaign represents a request to map a small area of the Martian surface under prescribed conditions. In an ROI campaign, the scientist specifies a polygon on the surface of Mars, along with the instrument mode to be used and optional constraints on when data can be acquired (e.g., seasonal, local time, relative position of the sun). When an ROI has timing constraints, the ROI uses a special swath that contains only those segments that fall within the required time range. Otherwise, the ROI uses the general swath for the requested instrument mode.

2. Mapping campaigns represent the science goal of mapping the entire Martian surface under prescribed conditions (such as 3pm Local Time, or within 20 degrees of the subsolar point). As such, mapping represents a sustained campaign to map vast areas of the Martian surface with the goal of leaving no uncovered areas. In mapping campaigns, we start by constructing polygons for all of the previously acquired observations that meet the mapping campaign constraints. These areas are excluded from the requested mapping area. Also, because new (planned but not yet executed or recently acquired) observations may not been evaluated for data quality, these observations are excluded (e.g. provisionally presumed good quality).

3. Finally, for repeat campaigns, observations are requested for areas that were previously acquired with the same set of request parameters. Repeat campaigns are treated similarly to ROI campaigns except that they are requested to be imaged every overflight that meets the side constraints.
All campaigns are assigned priorities based on preferences specified by the scientists. For example, mapping campaigns are assigned priorities partly based on how close previous observations have met an assigned target allocation for the specified data type. In the end, the generated campaigns and priorities are passed as inputs to CLASP.

Because science campaigns often represent non-contiguous regions of the Martian surface, science campaigns require a more complex representation than polygons. Campaigns are represented as decision trees with internal nodes representing and/or/negation combinations and leaves representing spatial constraints (e.g., latitude north of 10 degrees north). With this semantics a subtree represents a (possibly non contiguous) region on the surface of Mars. There are currently 29 active campaigns represented in TOST.

For example, to represent a campaign to search for a mineral might involve acquiring images over several non-contiguous areas on the surface of Mars. These might be represented as the polygons shown in Figure 1 and as the campaign tree shown in Figure 2.

As another example, a mapping campaign might wish to map the areas with the best solar illumination (as represented by the subsolar point where the sun is strongest on the surface of Mars). If some of those areas have already been acquired through prior observations (as indicated in Figure 3), the regions might be represented as shown in Figures 3 & 4 below.

**Observation Selection**

In order to assess areal coverage, CLASP uses a gridded representation of regions. In this representation, the planetary surface is represented by a set of roughly equidistant grid points with separation D. Specifically, grid points would exist along lines of latitude that are spaced distance D apart. Along these lines there would be grid points spaced D apart, surrounding the globe.

This gridded representation allows CLASP to compute overlap between regions very efficiently. With this representation, rather than computing polygon overlap on a surface directly, the computation is simply an intersection in grid point sets. Gridded overlap computation is bit set intersection and is O(n) theoretically where n is the number of points in the grid but in practice these bit vector operations are in practice effectively constant time.
Polygon overlap computation is $O(n \log n)$ theoretically and in practice $O(n)$ where $n$ is the number of points defining the polygons.

For the TOST application, we use a 3200 gridpoints around the Mars Equator which converts to ~6.63 km between grid points and 3.29M grid points to represent the Martian globe.

CLASP-TOST currently considers a total of 17 instrument modes. Note that some of these instrument modes subsume others (e.g. IR observation with Band 1 is subsumed by IR observation with Bands 1 & 2). In these cases TOST must consider that one observation may simultaneously satisfy multiple requests.

CLASP first computes the intersection points between instrument swaths and campaigns. This is done by iterating through instrument swath points and for applicable points that appear in one or more ROI’s, creating a “potential observation” record for each such point, for each such ROI, if it requires a unique instrument mode. For example, if campaign1 requires 10 band IR for a point and campaign2 requires 4 band VIS, then two observation records are created. If both campaign3 and campaign4 require 10 band IR only one observation record is created. Each observation record is then accorded the highest priority from each of its campaigns.

The observation selection problem is the following:

Given:
- A set of potential observation records $O = \{o_1...o_n\}$
- A set of regions of interest $R = \{r_1...r_n\}$
- A set of instrument swaths $I = \{i_1...i_n\}$
- Where $\forall o_i \in O \exists (r_i, i_j)$ $\text{grid}(o_i) \subseteq \text{grid}(r_i)$ $\land$ $\text{grid}(o_i) \subseteq \text{grid}(i_j)$
- A scoring function $U(r_i) \rightarrow \text{real}$
• A constraint function \( C(S) \rightarrow T,F \) where \( S \subseteq O \) and \( C \) is True if \( S \) satisfies spacecraft constraints

Select a set of observations \( A \) to maximize \( \Sigma_a \in A \ U(a) \) subject to \( C(A) \rightarrow T \)

CLASP/TOST currently validates a number of operations constraints:

Observation spacing – with the exception of VIS images embedded within IR images, after one THEMIS observation has completed, THEMIS observations must be spaced with a minimum temporal separation. This can be represented as a simple temporal distance constraint between observations.

Observation length – because THEMIS IR observations are based on calibration made at the beginning of the observation, THEMIS IR observations that are too long result in poor quality science data near the end of the observation. Therefore IR observations are limited in length (time duration). This can be represented as a temporal distance constraint between the start and end of any THEMIS IR observations.

Onboard Storage – due to limited storage onboard the Odyssey spacecraft, the amount of data taken by THEMIS is limited by this storage capacity until renewed as indicated by a provided downlink schedule.

Command buffer – there is also a limitation on the number of command slots for uploaded sequences onboard the spacecraft. THEMIS must not exceed this limit at any time - restricting the number of observations between command uplinks (command uplinks are effectively exogenous events).

CLASP uses squeaky wheel optimization, an iterative heuristic approach to optimization. In this approach, a simple greedy selection (scheduling) method is used iteratively with tweaks to the inputs to this algorithm made on each iteration.

For the TOST application, each iteration calls SWO_inner below which consists of iterating through the potential observation records in order of decreasing priority. The instrument swath is selected if it can be added without violating any spacecraft operations constraints. Otherwise, the observation record is discarded and the next observation record is considered.

Whenever an observation record is added to the schedule, CLASP must compute which additional observation records are also implied to be in the schedule (the Propagate function below). This propagation occurs based on two checks. The instrument swath polygon associated with the selected observation record may include multiple grid points. For any of these grid points (and the original selected grid point) any observation record whose instrument mode is subsumed by the selected instrument mode is also covered. For example, if the specified instrument mode for the selected observation record is “VIS 36m resolution 4 band,” then it subsumes the request for “VIS 72m resolution 3 band.” In general, an instrument mode I1 subsumes another instrument mode I2 if I1 contains all of the bands contains in I2 and I1 is at the same or higher resolution than I2. This subsumption is implemented by a lookup table.

The result of SWO_inner is a set of observation records \( A \) such that \( C(A) \) is satisfied.

For the TOST application the outer loop of SWO consists of first initializing the observation record priorities to the priority of the parent science campaigns. Then SWO_outer repeatedly calls SWO_inner to produce a set of selected observation records \( A \). For a user-specified number of iterations \( I \), we increment the priority of all observation records that did not make it into the current schedule \( A \), and re-run. The best schedule (scored by initial priorities) is returned.

SWO outer loop

Initialize priorities of all observation records to the priorities of their parent science campaigns

For \( I \) iterations

\[
\text{SWO}_\text{inner} \rightarrow A
\]

For each \( o \) in \( O - A \) increment the priority of \( o \)

repeat

\[
\text{SWO}_\text{inner}
\]

\( O = \) all candidate observation records

\( B = \{\} \)

For each \( o \) in \( O \) in decreasing priority order

If \( C(B + o + \text{Propagate}(o)) = \text{True} \)

\( B := B + o + \text{Propagate}(o) \)

Algorithm Performance – Theoretical and Practical

The theoretical algorithmic performance of CLASP-TOST is as follows [Knight 2005a, Knight & Smith 2005b]:

Swath generation to compute grid points for the instrument swath:

\[
O(gP)+P'
\]

where \( g \) is the number of grid points in the bounding box containing the polygon, \( P \) is the number of grid points defining the polygon, and \( P' \) is the number of grid points not in the bounding box containing the polygon.
O((GlogG)T)

where G is the number of grid points in the universal area (in our case the Mars grid), and GlogG represents the cost of performing the operation to merge grid points in leaves using the AND/OR/NOT operators. T is the number of timeline events in the schedule. The number of SWO_inner calls I is user specifiable and is a small number (e.g. 20). The complexity of the SWO_inner call varies depending on the algorithm used, but is dominated by the number of target points.

Practically speaking, THEMIS science planners work on two schedules per week, each of 3-4 Earth days at a time. However this is in part due to the challenge of manually considering so many observations and operations constraints. Because of the automation, there is interest in constructing scheduled of 7 days for analysis purposes and CLASP-TOST has been tested on a one week planning horizon.

Each day translates into hundreds of thousands of map grid points that must be evaluated. On-board storage for science data is the primary factor limiting the THEMIS observation volume, allowing only a few hours of observation time each day.

Algorithm Comparison

CLASP can be configured to run different algorithms in place of SWO_inner. We tested a series of algorithms for comparison against each other and against ASU’s scheduling method.

Each algorithm generated two schedules per week from March 26, 2010 to September 21, 2010. Each scheduling problem consisted of the swaths and targets available for a 3 or 4 day period. Our test program stored files describing the observations that were conducted on each individual day.

After running these algorithms, we removed certain anomalous days from the resulting schedules. First, since TOST was not intended to schedule atmospheric IR observations, we identified and removed all dates that were devoted to atmospheric IR observations (approximately every 10th day). These manifested themselves as days where CLASP scheduled no observations (because the swath inputs skip every 10 days) or where ASU scheduled an unusually large number of IR observations (roughly 180) and no VIS observations.

We removed dates where either CLASP or the THEMIS team scheduled no observations. There were errors in CLASP input generation for 4 scheduling periods, which prevented CLASP from scheduling observations during certain periods. We also did not score days where the THEMIS instrument did not conduct observations.

Methods Tested

Two scheduling methods can be considered as a yardstick against which to measure improvement. The first point of comparison, “ASU,” is to load the exact same observations that were scheduled by the THEMIS team, and score the resulting schedule. The second baseline (“Random”) is to randomly shuffle the order in which targets are attempted, ignoring priority. CLASP then tries to schedule an observation to pick each target. This random algorithm was run for 20 iterations for each schedule.

“Mimic” is a simple scheduling algorithm that attempts to replicate ASU’s heuristics for scheduling observations. It schedules targets in order of decreasing priority, going first through the subsolar band, then preferred pole, then non-preferred pole. Within each band, the algorithm schedules high-priority ROIs first, then low-priority ROIs, and then mapping observations. ROIs (of which there are relatively few) are scheduled by placing a short observation to capture the target. Mapping regions are not individually considered; instead, the algorithm places as many 4-minute day and night IR observations inside a band as possible. This strategy is intended to produce schedules with 3 pairs of 4-minute day and night IR observations, which the THEMIS team believed to be ideal for capturing mapping targets. After placing these mapping IR observations, the algorithm schedules mapping VIS observations inside any day IRs where they can be placed. It does not create mapping VIS observations outside of these regions. The algorithm also attempts to extend the lengths of the mapping IR observations to capture any remaining IR targets, if opportunities arise.

CLASP’s default SWO implementation iterates through targets, highest priority first, in a deterministic order and attempts to schedule each target at the earliest possible time. A target is considered for scheduling at each time it is visible; if no time is suitable for observing the target, it is discarded. This algorithm was run with 20 iterations.

We tested some alternate implementations of the SWO heuristic for this problem. “SWORand” randomizes the order of all targets with equal priority, so that targets are no longer tried in a deterministic order. The algorithm was run with 20 iterations for each schedule.
“GFDPT” (greedy forward dispatch by priority, then time) greedily chooses targets by priority, and breaks ties by choosing greedily by earliest observation time. It does not immediately search through all possible times for a target. Instead, it tracks the earliest time at which each target is visible, and from the set of highest-priority targets, attempts the one that can be scheduled at the earliest time. If the target can’t be scheduled at time \( t \), but can be attempted again at a later time \( t_2 \), it is put back in the queue to be considered at that time. In contrast, the default SWO implementation would immediately try all times at which the target is visible. In this experiment, we ran 20 iterations of GFDPT.

“GFDTP” (greedy forward dispatch by time, then priority) is a purely time-greedy algorithm, which steps forward in time through all available swaths, attempting to observe the highest priority target visible at each time. Running more than one iteration didn’t change the output from the algorithm appreciably.

Finally, we also tested a simulated annealing algorithm for CLASP-TOST. This algorithm is initialized with a solution generated by one iteration of SWO. It iterates several times through the target set, in decreasing priority order. For each target, the algorithm creates an observation to capture the target, and “relaxes” any overlapping observations. The resulting score is estimated. If the estimated score is better, the algorithm accepts the new observation and deletes all relaxed observations. If it is worse, the observation is accepted with a probability dependent on the score and a temperature value. We used one iteration of this algorithm in testing.

**Memory Utilization**

A comparison of the total data collected by each algorithm, in Figure 5, shows that each method utilizes roughly the same amount of memory as the THEMIS team’s scheduled observations (“ASU”). The Mimic algorithm uses slightly less memory than other scheduling methods, and thus still may be able to place more observations. The other methods use nearly the same amount of memory as the THEMIS team’s schedules, indicating that they are already placing as many observations as possible.

**Scores**

The CLASP-TOST adaptation calculates scores by summing the campaign priorities of each satisfied target, and dividing by 10000 for scaling. Each satisfied target can only be counted once for the score; more than one observation does not get extra points. We compared the total scores produced by each algorithm during the duration of the experiment. Targets within 20 degrees of the subsolar latitude had the highest priority (and thus highest score), followed by targets near the pole closest to the subsolar latitude (preferred pole). Targets outside the subsolar band near the opposite (non-preferred) pole had the lowest priority and value.

After conducting the experiment, we noticed that scoring considerations at ASU changed over time, and diverged from the metric used by TOST. In particular, TOST was created using the assumption that ASU wanted to concentrate observations in the subsolar band; however, ASU continued taking observations near the preferred pole, even as the subsolar latitude drifted farther away. This trend can be seen in Figure 6. The data shown for CLASP is from the default SWO solution.

Ideally, the priorities of campaigns would have been adjusted with ASU’s changing goals for observations. Changes in priority would naturally have produced

![Figure 5: Data Collected by each Algorithm](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Day-IR</th>
<th>Night-IR</th>
<th>VIS</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%Inc. on Rand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASU</td>
<td>51154</td>
<td>48576</td>
<td>9421</td>
<td>113060</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>34706</td>
<td>49344</td>
<td>33581</td>
<td>119998</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimic</td>
<td>85588</td>
<td>84893</td>
<td>7291</td>
<td>182994</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWO</td>
<td>87281</td>
<td>83446</td>
<td>14838</td>
<td>196220</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWORand</td>
<td>85146</td>
<td>81245</td>
<td>14786</td>
<td>191912</td>
<td>59.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDPT</td>
<td>80960</td>
<td>95081</td>
<td>16187</td>
<td>203791</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDTP</td>
<td>1086</td>
<td>84443</td>
<td>27361</td>
<td>113100</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anneal</td>
<td>50783</td>
<td>69236</td>
<td>50319</td>
<td>177403</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Scores
different scores, raising the value of ASU’s observations and perhaps bringing CLASP-generated solutions in line.

Table 1 shows the total scores achieved by each algorithm, during the entire testing timeframe. It should be noted that the THEMIS team’s method was competitive at finding high-scoring solutions early on, as TOST’s modeling of the scheduling problem was most closely aligned with the THEMIS team’s priorities. Scores diverged over time as the THEMIS team presumably changed their priorities and mission goals. The priorities of campaigns in TOST were unchanged during this time. Because of the change in goals for THEMIS observations, the THEMIS team’s observations actually achieved the lowest score out of any algorithm. Choosing targets at random and scheduling observations to cover them resulted in a slightly higher score. This is an indication that priorities modeled by TOST did not align with the team’s goals during the entire scheduling timeframe.

Meanwhile, the priority-driven algorithms used in CLASP achieved scores that were at least 50% higher than the random strategy, while using the same amount of memory. These algorithms achieved higher scores by focusing observations on the subsolar band.

The Mimic algorithm scored very highly on day and night IR observations, but sacrificed VIS (and IR+VIS) observations to achieve this. Surprisingly, this simple strategy performed nearly as well as the alternative SWO implementations, with an overall 52.5% improvement on the random strategy. Mimic benefited from placing long (4-minute or longer) IRs, which are more efficient than the short observations placed by other algorithms. Mimic also concentrated observations near the subsolar latitude.

In GFDPT, all equal-priority targets are sorted by increasing visibility time after being sorted. The total score for GFDPT is a slight (3.8%) improvement on the default SWO with 20 iterations. By tracking the time at which each target is visible, GFDPT is able to pack observations close together in the subsolar band. SWO algorithms that do not keep track of time suffer more disruptions due to keepouts, which complicate observation placement.

The time-greedy algorithm GFDTP actually is less effective than 20 iterations of random selection and is a poor strategy. It too suffers from the problem of scheduling observations all over the globe, when it’s desirable to concentrate observations in the subsolar band. This flaw was the motivation for choosing targets first by priority, and then by time, in GFDPT. The time-greedy approach also places VIS observations instead of day-IR

![Figure 6: Average latitude of Day-IR observations for ASU and CLASP-generated schedules](image)
observations. This is because VIS observations require only a 3-second keepout period before they begin, while IRs require more than a minute. Thus VIS observations are always available first for time-greedy scheduling.

The annealing algorithm begins with a run of SWO. It retains some characteristics of that algorithm in the observations it schedules, and keeps a core of observations in the subsolar band. The annealing algorithm takes fewer day IR observations compared to the SWO algorithms, and more VIS. Even though this method achieves a lower overall score than priority-greedy algorithms, the resulting schedules may be of more interest if planners want to see some observations distributed outside the subsolar band.

Runtimes
The average runtime for each iteration of an algorithm for this experiment is as follows:

- Mimic – 64.3 seconds
- Default SWO – 322.2 s
- Random – 622.5 s
- SWORand – 336.7 s
- GFDPT – 389.2 s
- GFDTP – 30.5 s
- Annealing – 1673.4 s

Each solution was generated on a machine running Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 5.5 with 128 GB of RAM and 24 Xeon X7460 CPUs clocked at 2.66 GHz. ASU is excluded from timing because we don’t know how long it took the THEMIS team to generate solutions. The time-greedy algorithm finished very quickly, but also produced very poor solutions. The Mimic algorithm finished much more quickly than other algorithms and generated very reasonable solutions. SWO and SWORand came in with very similar times, and GFDPT was about 50 seconds slower than both. GFDPT requires the maintenance of some extra data structures to track the next available time for a target, and must later confirm that this stored time is still valid for scheduling, so it does more work than the other SWO algorithms. Purely random selection takes nearly twice as long, on average, as SWO. Finally, the annealing algorithm ran for the longest time, which reflects the fact that it essentially attempted all targets twice. The runtime includes the time needed to produce an initial solution with SWO.

While fast runtime is desirable, it is not the most important criterion for choosing an algorithm. Solutions are generated every 3 or 4 days, and average runtimes of less than half an hour per iteration leave plenty of time for scheduling.

THEMIS Operations and Evaluation Status
The TOST system is designed for use by science planners to generate an initial set of observations. The science planners can then evaluate and manually edit the schedule with any changes desired.

Operationally, CLASP-TOST schedules are generated as KML files. These KML files can be loaded by Google Earth [Google Earth] or JMARS [JMARS] for visual inspection. From JMARS the files can be saved out as selected observations for later command generation.

Discussion, Related Work, Conclusions
Spacecraft operations have been a major area of application for automated planning and scheduling. Numerous space missions have used automated planning & scheduling on the ground to enable significant operational efficiencies including the Hubble Space Telescope [Johnston et al. 1993], space shuttle refurbishment [Deale et al. 1994], shuttle payload operations [Chien et al. 1999], The Modified Antarctic Mapping Mission [Smith et al. 2002], Mars Exploration Rovers [Bresina et al. 2005], Earth Observing One (EO-1) [Chien et al. 2005a] Mars Express [Cesta et al. 2005], and Orbital Express [Chouinard et al. 2008]. Automated planning has even flown as a technology demonstration on the Deep Space One (DS1) Mission [Muscettola et al. 1998] and as the primary operations system on 3CS [Chien et al. 2001] and EO-1 [Chien et al. 2005b]. However, all of the above applications focused on the state, resource, and timing aspects of mission operations rather than automating both the spatial coverage as well the state and resource reasoning. A notable exception is [Knight and Hsu 2009] which also uses the CLASP system.

This work represents a preliminary implementation of a scheduling system designed to assist in the scheduling of spatial campaign observations for the THEMIS instrument of the Mars Odyssey Mission. Future work includes both tool enhancements and algorithm analysis. In the tool enhancement area we would like to investigate means of explaining why observations are or are not selected. This could include information on the science campaigns that motivated selection of an observation or computation of which selected observations are in conflict with a proposed observation. Of course, further evaluation by the ASU THEMIS science planning team is a top priority.

Further analysis of the THEMIS scheduling problem and the TOST-CLASP tool would also be useful. Evaluation against algorithms that could guarantee optimal solutions such as branch and bound would be ideal. However, the large problem sizes for THEMIS scheduling may pose a problem for near exhaustive search. Further analysis of the key pre-processing and scheduling complexities are
needed. Derivation of upper bounds on optimal schedules via solution of relaxed versions of the problem (as in [Chien et al. 2010]) seems to offer some promise for analysis. Better characterization of the problem sizes for the THEMIS scheduling would also be helpful.

Conclusions
This paper has described a potential mission planning tool for the THEMIS instrument currently flying onboard the Mars Odyssey Spacecraft. This tool, called TOST, can be used to generate candidate observation schedules. TOST first constructs spatial observation candidates for both the THEMIS instrument and THEMIS science regions of interest. These geometric constraints are then combined with spacecraft operations constraints by the CLASP planner using optimization algorithms. The CLASP-TOST tool is currently under evaluation by the THEMIS science planning team.
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